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About This Content

Are you ready for your next adventure?

From skilled knights and fencers to mysterious magicians and shrine maidens, we've got your leading lady needs covered!
Whether you're looking to switch up your party dynamic or simply wish for more variety, you can't go wrong with any of the 16

characters featured in this collection. Fantasy Heroine Character Pack 2 makes it easier than ever to integrate a new female
character into your project by offering matching sprites, facesets, portraits and battlers.

Inspired by both classic fantasy elements and a modern manga aesthetic, the characters in this pack are a fantastic addition to
your growing library of RPG Maker Resources.

Features:

16 walking character sprites

208 front-facing battlers (static, 13 variations per character)

16 side-view battlers (animated)

16 facesets, with 8 emotions
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128 portrait bust images (8 busts per character, with emotions)

BONUS: 16 pieces of large-scale full-character artwork
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If you want the truth from a person you think lies, force to play this, guarantee going to speak after a few hours.. You can't
proceed to the start menu to check out even the single player part, before being required to create a gaming account.
Not going to happen, as I got this game in a bundle, and honestly can't be bothered to jump through several hoops, just to try a
game for a few minutes.
At least there were cards.... Fantastic adventure, one of the best I've played in a long while. The story was a well written and the
puzzles made sense in the world and didn't hold my hand through them but still remained fair and balanced. To address some
complaints I've seen in the reviews:
1. Graphics: I found them to be ideal for this game, they were detailed and there were interesting ambent effects like the rain
and smoke in bars.
2. Voices: If you watch any 40's noir films you quickly notice that's how they talk, I thought it really enhanced the atmosphere.
3. Humor: Dry and funny! Just like the movies.
If you like noir movies and you like adventures you're going to like this!. Reccomended, with caution.

This is a trippy game, with some facinating promise, but it has some interesting effects with the lightshow.

You gotta play it to really know what I mean, but otherwise - its a game I might be inclined to wander into again when I wish to
really get lost someplace.. I absolutely recommend this game if you like easy-to-get-into platformers, couch co-op, and/or games
with subtle depth.

The most recent update as of this review added Survival mode, which is really six modes (each basically an endless mode with
the goal being lasting longer than anyone else, but remaining distinct enough to be different modes). This includes a mode called
Twitch, which is a Twitch integrated mode that allows the audience to pick the next obstacles the streamer faces. Survival
mode(s) in general each have a scoreboard for those who like to get competitive.

The controls are simple enough that they need no explanation, but combine in unexpected ways to provide a seriously high skill
ceiling. You can move, jump (variable height based on how long you hold the button), dash (the same button as jump), and
burst. That's it.

I'll give one example, because discovery of mechanics is part of the fun. You can float if you hold the jump button while in the
air, and don't move. If you press a direction before the end of the float duration, you dash. This means you can float in the
middle of a laser lattice before dashing vertically to avoid an incoming mortar shot, for example.

The learning curve is not steep, at all, but does reach higher difficulty towards the end of Waves (the "campaign" mode) and
certainly much faster in Survival.

It's a perfect game to spend literally five minutes on at a time, just to make some progress in Waves or see if you can beat your
high score in a Survival mode. Or you can play it for hours, provided you can deal with a little frustration (you'll die later on, a
lot). It's also a perfect game to ruin friendships with friends, whether in Waves, Survival, or Versus.

With promises of more to come, I'm pretty addicted (^playtime) and anticipate great things from Flat Heroes. For its price, it's a
serious steal.. It looks like a RPG Maker game, but at the same time, it doesn't.
Feels a bit more action than the usual RPG Maker game.
The graphics are really cute and kind of retro in a very good way.
And well, as soon as the game starts = boobs ♥. Loot driven Geometry Wars, as simple as that. So far, neither of these two parts
is excellent, but both are very good.
Requires you to look past the subpar graphics. Expect to die a lot at the beginning, your lv1 white equipment won't take you too
far.
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Got bugs right away. Might be related to trying to use an xbox controller. Refunded.. Hey guys, just purchased this DLC, When
I found out it goes to support brain and behavior health it was a no brainer (lol), Thanks DEVS, it brought a tear to my eye, hits
close to home. More charity cases please, you have my support 100%. Im also purchasing the other DLC's to show my
appreciation.. A good game. If you like Slay the Spire, you'll like this. One note: If you go into the dungeons, the game will shut
down.. A mix of multiple old school shooters like Serious Sam and Duke Nukem. It's made by 1 guy and is a low price so don't
expect AAA story and graphics - but what you do get is a really fun game! I had a blast playing through it! I can tell some love
went into making this game! Over 4 hours of action in the campaign only, well worth it for the price I got on sale! The first
game was good but this was way better. Heck - he even put in a Nazi plot twist in the game!. If you already own Warbirds
Dogfights and have used that games 30 days this game will not give you the free month. Warbirds means all the WB Titles i
guess. Otherwise its a good flight sim with dated terrain graphics. Its biggest problem is the small number of players, Most of
the time i played Dogfights there were less than 10 people in the main arena and 3 or less in the other arenas, This game needs
more players badly.. The jog (or squat, or calf extensions..) in place mode is hilarious. Finally you will feel sympathy for your
FPS avatars.. Life's just too short.. Can't give thumbs up at this time due to bad game design.

Last game i didn't bother producing anything, just focus on retail. By loads of food etc and within a year a was making 120
times as much as my strongest competitor.

You could probably just buy a few warehouses and all of the retail slots, focus on retail and the AI couldn't even sell anything
for a decent price.

Materials on the open market are abundant, coming from some outside random? source.

Sure i could do the whole production line thing but it's clunky and im dubious about the AI anyway.

Hope the game will be overhauled but right now it's fairly pointless and not terribly fun.. no option to set the resolution, could
not play on new hardware.. Fun game, don't get me wrong. But I can't recommend it at this price point. There are only 3 levels...
After level 3 it just takes you back to the beginning. Each level is quite short as well. Evolution VR is free and has more content
than this.

The price for this game should not exceed $5 with this amount of content in my humble opinion.

My video on the game: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=geU_hQj1Nsg
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